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R.A.F’S MOST DECORATED AIRMAN

HERO 0F DUSSELDORF AT INVESTITURE

Invested by the King with the Conspicuous Gallantry Medal (Plying) oriel a Bar

to the D*F*M. at a recent investiture, Warrant Officer Norman Francis bill icons, a

former Government employee from Leeton, New South Poles, is Australia’s most decorated

non-commissioned officer. He reached 29 years of age on November 3.

billions, .he has now been on more thorn 50 operational flights, was awarded the

bar to the D.F.M. after he had completed about 40 of these. He has destroyed four

enemy aircraft, probably destroyed two others, and damaged yet another two.

On about 50 per cent of his trips, billions ’ aircraft have come back denoted*

He was attacked by night fighters 12 times on his first seven trips*

The C.G.M, was awarded billions for his courage and amazing fortitude as rear-

gunner during an attack on Dusseldorf last June. The story is told here in details

for the first time*

It was a very bright moonlight night when the Halifaxes set out, but there was

a. curious mist in the sky, making visibility difficult. Williams Halifax had just

be nun its bombinn run when Williams saw a fighter’s guns biasing out of the mist on-

the port quarter and slightly above# billions swung his guns up and fired at the

flashes.

The pilot dived evasively and then Trillions "felt as though the world fell on top

of them", .mother fighter had come up underneath as the bomber banked over and had

delivered a ho ray burst of fire.

Williams was hit by a cannon shell in the stomach, and machine nun bullets struck

his lens and thighs the rear turret was riddled, one nun was out out of action, and

the turret rendered ineffective on the port side. A machine-gun buller furrowed the
back/



back of the mid-upper gunner's head, severing. an optical nerve and temporarily blinding

him, A shell entered the starboard wing and set the rubber of the self-sealing petrol

tank alight. Blazing petrol started to stream from the wing, making the Halifax visible

for miles.

Paralysed from the waist down, Williams asked the pilot to corkscrew to starboard,

and then saw the second enemy fighter for the first time as he broke away to port.

For a moment, Williams lost sight of the enemy, but then the guns of both blazed

out of the mist at once, Williams was able to return this fire as the enemy attacked

again and again, except when they cane in on the port, when his guns jammed, and the

Halifax had to dodge then*

During these attacks 'Williams asked the bomb-aimer to relieve the mid-upper gunner,

who had been blinded, and was giving him instructions as well as giving the skipper

evasive directions.

Just as the bomb-aimer got into action, both fighters came in together on the port

side, one very close. The Halifax turned away, bringing the latter fighter into the line

of fire. Williams opened fire, and the enemy blew up almost immediately.

For a moment there were two flaming pieces in the sky,’ then many pieces cascading

down all over the shy.

When the first fighter had been shot down the crew thought the other had been

frightened off, and they got the bomb-aimer out of the mid-upper turret to drop the bombs,

The wireless operator went into the turret. He had been giving first aid to the wounded

mid-upper gunner throughout the fight.

In the pause Williams felt blood running down to his foot and knew for the first

time that he had not lost his leg.

After five minutes the second fighter came in four or five times from different

positions. Both’Williams -and the wireless operator returned fire and. Williams continued
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to direct his captain.

He was still paralysed down his side but had the full strength of both arms and was

able to raise and lower himself on his elbows.

Finally the fighter started to come in directly behind, where Williams could get

his guns right on to him, He waited until he could see all the enemy aircraft, which

came firing all the time, but too low to score a hit on the Halifax

right
„

When Williams had his sights/on the enemy he pressed the button and the German's guns

stopped. The fighter passed under Williams' turret about fifteen yards away, with Williams

firing into it until his guns reached the limit of their range. After the -fighter had

gone past there were pieces of it left behind in the sky. Other members of the crew saw it

turning and go down with pieces still flying off, until it was out of sightf /The
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The crew estimated that the fighters had between them

made 30 to 40 different attacks. The crew checked their

position .and found themselves ten miles off course. The fire

in the wing had died down a little, and the pilot dived the

aircraft and managed to extinguish it altogether*

Williams decided to stay in the rear turret and direct the

bomber through the defences on the coast., The Halifax flew

through the guns and lights without further trouble and started

across the North Sea. There a flak ship opened fire, but scored no

hit.

Once clear of the coast members of the crew tried to got

Williams from the turret, but the doors had jammed and they wore

unable to move him. The pilot made a masterly crash landing at

base and Williams was' chopped from the turret, and, with the

mid-upper gunner taken to hospital. There he remained for two

months.

while they were there the rest of the crew were shot down, but

ell except the pilot ere reported to be alive and prisoners of war*

Williams returned to the squadron with which he then

serves, and flew, the first night he got back-. He has since boon

to Pocnemund
o, Berlin, Montlucon and Modane*

the boys out up a marvellous job on the Dusselldorf raid",

says Williams. "Any one of thorn should have got an award before me."

NOTE: PHOTOS AVAILABLE FROM:
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